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U12s

Session 5 Heading

Stage

Organization (Diagram+Rules)
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Activity 3

END ZONE HEAD
Play 4v4 and players have
to pass or dribble into the
end zone. Then player
picks up the ball and has 5
seconds to serve it to a
teammate who has to head
it back to to them for a
point.

-Keep eyes open and mouth shut
-Ball hits your head at the hair line
-Attack the ball, drive head
Progression:
through
-Moving, have server jog backwards -Hands out for balance
while heading kid runs forward and
heads.
Discovery Question:
-Did it hurt at all to head? If so
where did the ball hit you when it
hurt?

-Heading to clear
-Heading to shoot
-Technique

Activity 2

3 PERSON HEADING
1 person serves. 2nd
person heads over the top
of 1st player to 3rd player
who receives an air ball and
passes back to 2nd player

Key Coaching Points

-Technique
-Coordination

Activity 1

2 PERSON HEADING
Start by having 1 kid hold
ball in hands while the
other kid steps and heads it.
After several times have the
kids underhand serve to
one another and head back

Objectives

-Head to clear is keeping the ball
high. Get underneath ball and
drive with legs
-Heading to shoot is trying to get
the ball to hit the goal line. Get
Progression
over the ball and drive it down.
-Instead of heading over 1st player -Use entire body to attack the ball
the header tries to get the ball to
hit as close to the left or right of
Discover Questions:
player 1's foot
-Why do you want to keep the ball
-Have player 3 stand at a right
low when shooting?
angle and player 2 does directional -How do your arms help you head?
heading.

-Movement
-Accuracy
-Technique

Discovery Question:
-Was it hard to head after playing
with feet? Why?
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- Have fun
- Point out any of the above
objectives to kids as they are
playing

Final Game

9v9 w/ a goalkeeper

-Control the heading by
controlling body
-Get feet pointed to where ball
needs to go
-Follow through

- Limit comments to one or two of
the above coaching points
COACHING REMINDER:
Use water breaks to review tactics,
technique or principles of the
game
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